Abstract. We propose a practicable method for describing linear dynamics of different finite Fermi systems. The method is based on a general selfconsistent procedure for factorization of the two-body residual interaction. It is relevant for diverse density-and current-dependent functionals and, in fact, represents the self-consistent separable random-phase approximation (RPA), hence the name SRPA. SRPA allows to avoid diagonalization of high-rank RPA matrices and thus dwarfs the calculation expense. Besides, SRPA expressions have a transparent analytical form and so the method is very convenient for the analysis and treatment of the obtained results. SRPA demonstrates high numerical accuracy. It is very general and can be applied to diverse systems. Two very different cases, the Kohn-Sham functional for atomic clusters and Skyrme functional for atomic nuclei, are considered in detail as particular examples. SRPA treats both time-even and time-odd dynamical variables and, in this connection, we discuss the origin and properties of time-odd currents and densities in initial functionals. Finally, SRPA is compared with other self-consistent approaches for the excited states, including the coupled-cluster method.
Introduction
The time-dependent local-density-approximation theory (TDLDA) is widely used for description of dynamics of diverse quantum systems such as atomic nuclei, atoms and molecules, atomic clusters, etc. (see for more details [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ). However, even in the linear regime, this theory is plagued by dealing with high-rank matrices which make the computational effort too expensive. This is especially the case for non-spherical systems with their demanding configuration space. For example, in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), a typical TDLDA theory for linear dynamics, the rank of the matrices is determined by the size of the particle-hole 1ph space which becomes really huge for deformed and heavy spherical systems. The simplest RPA versions, like the sum rule approach and local RPA (see hierarchy of RPA methods in [6]) deal with a few collective variables instead of a full 1ph space and thus avoid the problem of high-rank matrices. But these versions cannot properly describe gross-structure of collective modes and the related property of the Landau damping (dissipation of the collective motion over nearby 1ph excitations).
In this connection, we propose a method [7-10] which combines accuracy and power of involved RPA versions with simplicity and physical transparency of the simplest ones and thus is a good compromise between these two extremes. The method is based on the self-consistent separable approximation for the two-body residual interaction which is factorized into a sum of weighted products of one-body operators. Hence the method is called as separable RPA (SRPA). It should be emphasized that the factorization is self-consistent and thus does not result in any additional parameters. Expressions for the one-body operators and their weights are inambiguously derived from the initial functional. The factorization has the advantage to shrink dramatically the rank of RPA matrix (usually from r = 10 3 − 10 6 to r = 2 − 14) and thus to minimize the calculation expense. Rank of SRPA matrix is determined by the number of the separable terms in the expansion for the two-body interaction. Due to effective self-consistent procedure, usually a few separable terms (or even one term) are enough for a good accuracy. Ability of SRPA to minimize the computational effort becomes really decisive in the case of non-spherical systems with its huge 1ph configuration space. SRPA formalism is quite simple and physically transparent, which makes the method very convenient for the analysis and treatment of the numerical results. Being self-consistent, SRPA allows to extract spurious admixtures connected with violation of the translational or rotational invariance. As is shown below, SRPA exhibits accuracy of most involved RPA versions but for the much less expense. Since SRPA exploits the full 1ph space, it equally well treats collective and non-collective states and, what is very important, fully describes the Landau damping, one of the most important properties of collective motion. SRPA is quite general and can be
